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FOREWORD

The research presented in this paper was conducted under the Train—
ing and Education project in the Engagement Simulation Technical Area
of the Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences
(ARI) . The goal of this project is to provide quantitative methods for
evaluating unit proficiency. The means for achieving this goal include
basic research in criterion-referenced test methodology , measurement
and scaling models, and decisionmaking implications of test score
interpretation .

Related , ongoing programs within the Technical Area include evalua-
tion of small combat units under simulated battlefield conditions (REAL—
TRAIN , ARTEP) , qualification of tank crews and platoon gunnery (IDOC),
and improvements in the reliability of ARTEP evaluation.

Anticipated future research under the Training and Education project
includes the development of a computer model for performance evaluation
and development of measurement , scaling , scoring , decisionisaking , and
quality—control models for use in performance evaluations when criterion-
referenced testing procedures are employed .

ARI research in this area is conducted as an in-house effort , re-
sponsive to the requirements of Army Project 2Q762722A764. Without the
invaluable logistics support of the 4th Battalion of the 40th Armor
from Fort Carson , however, the project would not have been possible.
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A PARTIAL VALIDATION OF FORECAST ENGAGEMENT SIMULATION
EXERCISE OUTCOMES

BRIEF

Requirement :

To evaluate the validity of board war game forecast data for use
in determining benchmarks or standards against which unit performance
in engagement simulation exercises can be compared.

Procedure :

Military experts attempted to distinguish between engagement simu-
lation exercise data from the Combined Arms Test at Fort Carson , C ob . ,
March 1978 , and board war game exercise data generated by the Fort Car-
son Forecasting Game . An inability to differentiate between field and
forecast data suggests that the two data sources can be considered to
be identical and, consequently, that generated data can be used to de-
vebop behavioral benchmarks .

Findings :

Judgments were made on maps of maneuver routes and tables suainariz-
ing casualties suffered and wea~~~ iystem inflicting casualty data . The
military experts were not abLe to correctly classify maneuver route in-
formation as - ‘1 ~field) or simulated (game board) data. Furthermore,
they tended I -~issii ’ simulated casualty data as real.

Utilization of Findings:

Results from this study indicate that board war gaming provides
realistic process and product data that military experts cannot dis-
tinguish from field exercise data. With continued research on its vali-
dation , the forecasting procedure can be used to develop performance
benchmarks with which unit performance can be compared.
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A PARTIAL VALIDATION OF FORECAST ENGAGEMENT
- SIMULATION EXERCISE OUTCOMES

INTRODUCTION

The Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Sciences
(ARI) is conducting research on improved training and evaluation systems
for small combat units. One system currently under development is tacti-
cal engagement simulation (ES), a two—sided tactical field/maneuver ex-
ercise. To evaluate unit performance in ES exercises , performance bench-
marks or standards must be defined. The dynamics of two-sided field
exercises do not permit exact, deterministic standards, however. The
standards must be in the form of probability distributions, tolerance
limits, or principle-derived sets of correct solutions to tactical
problems .

To establish standards in one or more of these formats, large
amounts of ES outcome data must be obtained so that the characteristics
of the distribution of ES outcomes can be determined. Because repli-
cation of field exercises is diff icult and costly, the distribution of
ES outcomes cannot be generated in field exercises. As part of the ES
research program, therefore , inexpensive simulations of ES exercises
are being developed to provide large amounts of valid ES outcome data.

In one of the current modeling efforts, the Combat Operations
Training Effectiveness Analysis Model (COTEAN) , the concept of situation—
specific forecasting is being used to develop an ES outcome data base
from which the characteristics of the distribution of ES outcomes can
be determined. Situation-specific means that the forecasting procedures
replicate the particular field exercise conditions as closely as possi—
ble ; a forecasting exercise uses the caine force ratios , weapons mix ,
terrain, weather conditions, and missions as the corresponding field
exercise.

The purpose of the forecasting efforts is to generate a data base
of ES outcomes from which expectations about tactical processes and
casualties can be derived for units participating in ES field exercises.
The methods being developed or adapted for generating the data base in-
d ude (a) military experts ’ DELPHI , (b) board war games, and (c) coin-
puterized ES models . According to the COTEAM model , if the forecasts
obtained using these methods agree with those observed in ES field cx—
ercises , then these methods can be used to develop performance criteria
against which unit performance in ES exercises can be compared.

In assessing the similarities between forecasting data and observed
field data , differences can be determined either statistically or using

—- j— --—
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the Turing Test.1 The Turing Test states that if outputs from two dif-
ferent data sources are given to an information processor, and the pro-
cessor cannot distinguish between the two data sources, then the data
sources are considered to be identical.

Recent work by ARI suggests that behavioral forecasting is a vi-
able means of developing an ES data base. During the REALTRAIN valida-
tion of rifle squads at Fort Ord, Calif., in May 1977,2 military experts
made forecasts about the outcomes of specific ES exercises. The data3
indicate that experts can make this type of forecast and that their
forecasts are sensitive to such factors as the training and combat-
readiness level of the unit being evaluated.

At the armor Combined Arms Test (CATE S~) at Fort Carson , Cob .,
from January to April 1978, board war games were used to collect fore-
casting data about the ES field exercises. Using the Fort Carson Fore-
casting Game, a board war game specifically designed for the terrain
and scenarios used in the CATEST, board exercises identical to ES field
exercises were conducted. The results were assessed in terms of the
tactical maneuver routes, casualties suffered, and casualties inflicted
by each type of weapon system. The maneuver routes from the two types
of exercises were comparable; however, the field maneuver routes tended
to be slightly more complex than the board game routes. The casualties
suffered were almost identical for both types of exercises, and the
casualties inflicted by each type of weapon system were also similar.
The only sizable differences were the percentages of casualties inflicted
by tanks and casualties inflicted by artillery. These differences were
attributed to slight variations in the way ES rules were enforced in the
field exercises and in the board games.

The two studies (Mirabella , 1977; Medlin, 1979) established the
feasibility of forecasting as a means of generating an ES data base.
The data can be generated, and they closely resemble the data observed
in field exercises. But how closely do they resemble field data? Do

• forecast data agree with f ield data enough to be used to develop

1
~Turing , A. M. Computing Machinery and Intelligence. Mind, 1950 , 59 ,
433—460.

2
Banks , J. H., Hardy, G. D., Scott, T. D., Kress , G., & Word, L. E.
REALTRAIN Validation for Rifle Squads: Mission Accomplishment. ARI
Research Report 1192, October 1977.

3Mirabella , A. Criterion-Referenced System Approach to Evaluation of
Combat Units . Paper presented at the 19th Military Training Associa-
tion, San Antonio, Tex., October 19, 1977.
4Medlin, S. M. Behavioral Forecasting for REALTRAIN Combined Arms.
ARI Technical Paper 365 , May 1979.
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behavioral benchmarks or standards? Ultimately , the final decision is
a subjective one, but further research can help to establish the valid-

t ity, or the ~izni1arity, between field and forecast data. As Medlin
(1979) noted, because of the severe restrictions on sample size, no in-
ferential statistics could be used to assess differences between the
two types of data. Furthermore, since much of the data collected is
“process” data (for example, on maneuver routes, firing positions, and
overwatch positions), the results of statistical analyses may be mis—
leading even if such analyses can be performed . Any of several maneuver
routes , firing positions , or overwatch positions may be reasonable for a
given exercise. Statistical analyses may show significant differences
that are not in fact meaningful . Thus , it is not important to demonstrate
statistical differences; rather, it is important that the forecasting
procedure should generate expectations that are not significantly dif-
ferent to an information processor or a military expert from the outcomes
observed in field exercises.

The present research attempted to partially validate, or establish,
the similarities between forecast data and ES field exercise data by
subjecting the data to the Turing Test. The study was to determine
whether military officers can distinguish between forecast and field
data (for example, the maneuver routes, casualties suffered, and casu—
alties inflicted by weapon type) from the CATEST field exercises and
from the corresponding board war gaines. As the Turing Test is applied

H in this context, if military officers cannot distinguish between gener-
ated and observed ES outcome data and cannot distinguish between the
two sets of process data (one forecast and one collected in field exer—
cises), then the two data sources are considered to be identical. This
result would provide further support for the use of forecast data as a
means of developing performance benchmarks or standards against which
unit performance can be compared.

METHOD

Participants

Sixty—six military officers from the maneuver arms units at Fort
Carson, Cob ., served as participants for the study (see Appendix A).
The officers participated in the experiment as part of their required
weekly leadership training class.

Design

Boc~-klets were constructed containing a background information
sheet (Appendix A ) ,  a response sheet (Appendix B ) ,  three maps of man-
euver routes from CATEST field exercises (Appendix C ) ,  three maps of
maneuver routes from the corresponding Fort Carson Forecasting Game
exercises (Appendix D ) ,  a table sununarizing CATEST field exercise casu-
alty data , i.e., casualties suffered by weapon systems inflicting

L ~
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• casualties (Appendix E), and a table sunnarizing forecast casualty data
(Appendix F) -

Excluding the background information and response sheets , the ma-
terial in each booklet was randomly ordered to eliminate possible order
or sequential effects. The background information sheet obtained in-
formation that might be related to an officer ’s ability to distinguish
field exercise data from board war game data ( for example, rank , combat
experience , REALTRAIN experience, board war game experience, years in
service , and education) .

The response sheet provided space for the officer to indicate
which map or table he was considering and whether he thought the data
were real (field exercise data) or simulated (board war game data) . The

— response sheet also provided a line marked from zero to 100 in incre—
ments of 10 on which the officer was to indicate “how much confidence”
he had in his decision about whether the data were real or simulated.
Finally , the response sheet provided a space in which the officer could
indicate whether or not he was guessing, or, if not guessing, to indi-
cate which factors influenced his decision. The six maps of maneuver
routes were copies of observed field exercise data or the generated game
data for the same exercise. The two tables of casualties were the sum-
mary table for the CATEST field exercises and the summary table for the
Fort Carson Forecasting Game exercises.

Procedure

Each officer received a booklet containing all the necessary ma-
terials . The experimenter described the task to the officers and ex-

1 plained the background information sheet , response sheet , map data , and
casualty data in considerable detail. Questions were answered as coin-
pletely as possible without compromising the integrity of the experiment.
Each officer then filled out the background information sheet , studied
the map and casualty data , and filled out the response sheet. When all
officers had finished and all booklets were collected , the experimenter
debriefed the participants.

RESULTS

Maneuver Routes

Each participant was asked to indicate whether each of six maps
of maneuver routes depicted real (field exercise) data or simulated
(game board) data . Half of the maps were from field exercises and half
were from game board exercises. If participants were not able to dis-
tinguish between the two types of data , they should guess correctly on
three of the six maps . The mean number of correct responses was 2.99.
Out of 396 responses (six for each of the 66 officers) , 197 were correct ,
Qnly 1 less than the 198 expected by chance . Table 1 shows distribution 

• - —~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ --- -- _____ 
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of the number of correct responses . Most of the participants (50 out
of 66) responded correctly on two, three , or four of the six maneuver
route maps.

• Table 1

Distribution of Number of Correct Responses

I correct responses Frequency

0 1 
—

1 7
2 18

: 3 19
4 13
5 3
6 5

Because of the difficulties inherent in trying to “accept ” the
null hypothesis (see Greenwald5 or Bakan6 for a discussion of the issues
involved) , confidence intervals for the “true” mean number of correct
responses were constructed . The 99.5% confidence limits are 2.54 and
3.44 , the 99% confidence limits are 2.59 and 3.39, and the 95% confidence
limits are 2.71 and 3.27. Thus, one can be 95% certain that the “true”
population mean lies between 2.71 and 3.27 .

Even though the overall mean of correct responses is 2.99 , it is
possible that sane systematic relationship exists between the real and
simulated data and the responses of “real” and “simulated” given by the
subjects. In the worst possible case , participants could correctly
identify all the real exercises and misidentify all the simulated ex—
ercises, yet the observed mean would still be 3.00. As Table 2 shows,
there is no systematic relationship between the source of the data and
the participants’ responses about the source of the data (X2 1.70,
df — 1, n.e.).

5greenwald, A. G. Consequences of Prejudice Against the Null Hypothesis.
Psychological Bulletin, 1975, 8(61), 1—20.

6Bakan, D. The Test of Significance in Psychological Research. Psycho-
logical Bulletin , 1966, 66(6) , 423—437.
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Table 2

Frequency That Real and Simulated Data Were
Classified Real and Simulated

Real Simulated

Classified as real 105 106
Classified as simulated 93 92

The above results indicate that, overall, the participants cannot
distinguish between real and simulated maneuver routes. Certain indi-
viduals , however , may be able to discern one type of data from the
other because of combat experience , years in service , or some other
experiential background. Statistical analyses reveal that the number
of correct responses does not differ as a function of rank , combat ex-
perience , REALTRAIN experience , board war game experience , familiarity
with the exercise test lanes , years in service, or education.

Each participant also indicated how certain he was of his response
and if he was guessing. The number of admitted guesses does not differ
as a function of any of the background information, and the mean conf i-
dence response of the participants differs marginally (t -2.18,
df = 64 , p < .033) as a function of REALTRAIN experience only. Officers
with REALTRAIN experience were more confident of their responses than
were participants with no REALTRAIN experience. Furthermore, neither

- : confidence nor admitted guessing varied as a function of the correcthess
of the response.

Casualty Data

Participants were also given two tables, one from field exercise
data and one from forecast data, that provided summary information on
the casualties suffered and the casualties inflicted by each weapon sys-
tem. The participants were asked to indicate which table contained data
f rout field exercises. If they were unable to distinguish between the
two types of data, the participants should have guessed correctly half
of the time. Only 53 of the 66 participants responded to this question;
of the 53, only 20 correctly determined the field exercise casualty

• data (X2 = 3.57, df — 1, p < .062). Thus, there is tendency for the
participants to classify the real data as simulated. None of the back-
ground data was related to the participants’ ability to correctly alas-
city the casualty information.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ •—~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ •--~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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DISCUSSION

As part of ARI’s research on improved training and evaluation sys-
tems, an evaluation system for two—sided tactical field/maneuver exer-
cises is being developed. To evaluate unit performance and assess the
units’ combat readiness and/or training deficiencies and proficiencies,
performance standards or benchmarks must be defined. The COTEAM model
uses the concept of situation—specific forecasting to provide benchmarks.
Because of the nature of the two—sided tactical play, :lowever, the stan-
dards cannot be exact or deterministic; they must be in the form of
probability distributions, tolerance limits, or principle—derived sets
of correct solutions to tactical problems. After these expectations
about casualties and tactical processes have been established, ES out-
comes can be compared to them to assess deficiencies and readiness levels.

This study was designed to partially validate a board war game fore-
casting procedure by determining whether military officers can discrimi-
nate between field exercise data and data generated in a board game. Us-
ing the field exercise and generated forecast data from the CATEST at
Fort Carson, Cob ., military officers attempted to distinguish the field
maneuver routes from the simulated maneuver routes.

The results suggested that officers could not distinguish the simu-
lated data from the real data, and that a participant’s experiential back-

• 1 ground was not related to the number of correct responses obtained. Fur-
thermore , neither estimated conf idence in the response nor admitted
guessing were related to the correcthess of the response. R.EALTRAIN ex-
perience increased a participant’s confidence in his response, but no
other background data were related to confidence or admitted guessing.
When considering the casualty data, the officers correctly identified
the field exercise data in only 20 of 53 cases.

In informal postexperimental question-and-answer periods, the of-
ficers said the ES field exercise data seemed unrealistic. They doubted
that infantry and grenades could destroy tanks , TOWs, and APCs as was
evidenced in the field exercises (Appendix E). They also felt that tanks
had too little impact on the field exercise casualties.

The game board data may have seemed more realistic because the of-
ficers were not aware of “realistic” casualty data or because the REAL-
TRAIN casualty assessment rules were not appropriate.

In either case, more realistic casualty assessment techniques for
ES exercises will be provided in the Multiple Integrated Laser Engagement
Simulation (MILES) system, and the forecast game will generate data more
closely resembling the field exercise data by strictly adhering to the
MILES casualty rules. These developments should eliminate the major dis-
crepancies between the field and forecast casualty data.
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The results of this study suggest that military officers cannot
distinguish field exercise data from forecast data generated in game
board exercises . According to the Turing Test , therefore, these two
data sources may be considered to be identical. Game board exercises
generate data that are similar enough to field exercise data to be used
to determine the characteristics of the distribution of ES outcomes
which, in turn , can be used to define performance benchmarks or standards
for units participating in ES field exercises.

Although the initial steps in validating the board war game fore-
casting procedures have been taken, more research is necessary before
forecasting can be espoused as a valid, reliable means of generating
data for the purpose of establishing behavioral benchmarks or standards.

• The effects of different levels of training (for the forecasters) on
forecasting must be assessed and compared to the effects of different
training levels (for the unit) on ES field exercises. If forecasting
is to be used to provide behavioral standards, the forecast data should
reflect the same types of differences due to training level as are cvi—

• dent in field exercises. As a long-term goal, it would be fruitful to
develop learning curves for ES field exercises and forecasting exercises
and then compare the two.

A short—term research effort can be directed to developing a rela-
tively large data base for a few selected exercises and then comparing
the results observed in the field with the generated expectations. Pro-
vided sufficient manpower resources are available, considerably more
data than maneuver routes and casualties can be collected and compared
with the ES field exercise data. These data may include detection dis-
tances and locations, firing patterns of vehicles, indirect fire place-
ment , or communications.

It is then of considerable interest to determine how much and what
types of information are necessary for military officers to distinguish
between field and forecast data . Determining this additional informa-
tion will result in a better understanding of the dynamics of tactical
behavior and an improved set of forecast procedures. Successive itera—
tions and modifications of the forecasting procedures will help to de—
velop a realistic data base from which performance standards can be
derived.

I 
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APPENDIX A

SUMMARY OF BACKGW)UND INPORI4ATION 3N PARTICIPANTS

I
Rank: 2LT 1LT CPT MM LTC COL

22 22 13 3 3 3

Combat experience : YES NO
12 54

REALTRAIN experience: YES NO
40 26

Board war game experience: YES NO
51 15

Familiarity with test lanes: YES ~~
29 37

Years in service : LESS THAN 1 1-2 3-4 5-6 7-12 MORE THAN 12
2 28 16 7 7 6

Education: H • S • COLLEGE POST-GRADUATE
5 7 4

T
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